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THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION
Aide de Camp to the President
James Robert Etherton III
Cadet Captain, Reserve Officers Training Corps
MARSHALS
Marshal of the Day
Colonel Henry Harper Rogers, United States Army
Assistants to the Marshal of the Day
Major Olaf Warren Christopherson, United States Army
Major Bernard Mason Smith, United States Air Force
Captain Robert Lowry Able, United States Air Force
Captain Arthur Lewis Dudley, United States Army
Captain Robert Leroy Eckard, Jr., United States Air Force
Captain Lelgia Francis Emmick, United States Air Force
Captain Montgomery Douglas Givens, United States Air Force
Captain John Thomas Henderson, United States Army
Captain Crawford Elmer Hicks, United States Air Force
Captain Thomas Dick Longino, United States Army
Captain Bruce Ryburn Payne II, United States Army
Captain Robert Jacob Plerr, United States Army
Captain Thomas Benedict Spalding, United States Air Force
Captain John Maxey Walton, United States Army
Chief Warrant Officer John Irvin Riley, United States Army
Master Sergeant Ollie Eugene Day, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Leo DiStefano, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Raymond Lee Fugate, United States Army
Master Sergeant Lawrence Logan Harvey, United States Army
Master Sergeant Barney Edward Lee, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Joseph Cephus Martin, United States Air Force
Master Sergeant Maynard Ralph McClain, United States Army
Master Sergeant Clair Alton Norman, United States Army
Master Sergeant Jack Mardis Seeley, United States Air Force
Sergeant First Class George Stanley Gordon, United States Army
Sergeant First Class Fred Winfied Sherwood, United States Army
Staff Sergeant James Donald Carr, United States Air Force
Staff Sergeant Forrest Adair Cason, United States Air Force
Staff Sergeant William Davis Hartshorn, United States Air Force
Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Richard Cecil Page, Jr., Scabbard and Blade
Cadet Major James Albert Isham, Scabbard and Blade
Cadet Major Robert Eugene Prichard, Scabbard and Blade
Cadet Captain Oren Brannaman Clore, Jr., Scabbard and Blade
Cadet Captain Wilbert Miles Gover, Scabbard and Blade
Cadet First Lieutenant Alton Peavy, Scabbard and Blade
Cadet First Lieutenant Ray Douglas Shockey, Scabbard and Blade
THE ORDER OF MARCH
The University Band
The National and University Colors
The Marshal of the Day
The President of the University and the Speaker of the Day
The Trustees of the University and Official Guests
The Vice Presidents of the University, Provost, Dean of Women,
Dean of Men, and Registrar
The Deans and Other Administrative Officials
The Half Century Club
The Special Members of the University Staff
The Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
The Faculty of the College of Agriculture and Home Economics
The Faculty of the College of Engineering
The Faculty of the College of Law
The Faculty of the College of Education
The Faculty of the College of Commerce
The Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
The Candidates for Advanced Degrees
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Law
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Education
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Commerce
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy





PRESIDENT HERMAN LEE DONOVAN, Presiding
PROCESSIONAL
INVOCATION - Dr. Frank A. Rose
President, Transylvania College
Lexington, Kentucky
The Closing Doxology (Psalm 150) Norman Lockwood
University Choristers, Chorus, Concert Band
INTRODUCTION OF SPECIAL GUESTS Leo M. Chamberlain, Vice President
INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKER President Donovan
ADDRESS - Harlan H. Hatcher, President
The University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan
CONFERRING OF DEGREES AND AWARDS ., President Donovan
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATING CLASS Dr. Chamberlain
ALMA MATER . Lampert
Audience and Concert Band
BENEDICTION - Dr. Robert Stuart Sanders
Pastor Emeritus, Versailles Presbyterian Church
Versailles, Kentucky
NATIONAL ANTHEM Key-Smith
Audience and Concert Band
Carillonic Bells
·COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
MARTIN MARSHALL WHITE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
David Wayne Adams Art Harlan
Ravbel! M. Adams Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Joan Violet Albaugh Library Science Lexinqfon
Elise Marie Anderson History Chattanooga, Tenn.
Nancy Armstrong Social Work Princeton
Margaret Carter Bailey English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Middletown, Ohio
Roger Maurice Bain History Lexington
William Hayden Baldwin Political Science Lexington
Asa Barnes, Jr Topical Field-Biological and Social
Bases of Behavior Loulsvl lie
Wayne Clay B~ckham Modern Foreign Languages Lexington
Sue Carter Beckwith Topical Field-Advertising
Art Huntington, W. Va.
Everett Wayne Botner Political Science Travellers Rest
Alice Husted Boyd Library Science Lexington
Gloria Ann Butler. . Social Work Bowling Green
Ronald Jerome Butler Journalism Louisville
Ellen Byers Art Lexington
Dwight Nolan Carter Geography Lexington
Donald James Cooper Sociology Muskegon, Mi~h.
William Edward Corbin Political Science Mentor
Loren Cox, Jr History Lexington
Frank Ellis Cranfill History Galveston, Texas
Charlene Patricia Cross Psychology Winchester
Margaret June Crudden English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Richmond
Larry Joe Curry Art Lexington
Patricia Jeanne Curry English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts University City, Mo.
Jo Anne Therese Curtin Psychology Elmhurst, III.
Marjorie Ann Davis History Lexington
Norma Jean Devine Topical Field-Social Perspectives
in Secondary Education Lexington
Georgene Duckworth Journalism Lexington
Elizabeth Phillips Dusing Library Science Monticello
Allis Eaton History . Lexington
Tommy Gene Edwards Radio Arts Jenkins
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Emily Ann Feltman Sociology Washington, D. C.
John Dallas Fischer Topical Field-Religious Aspects
of Culture Louisville
Dewell Dravo Flanagan Political Science Russell Springs
Billy Ted Furnish Radio Arts Lexington
Manocher Ganji Political Science Tehran, Iran
~rllram~gewey Green. . Sociolocv Shelbyville
Glenn Leon Greene, Jr. . Polrtrcal Scrence .. .. .. Lexington
Jack Belvin Hall Political Science Lexington
Joseph Jackson Harber Topical Field-Religious Aspects
of Culture Lexington
J. Paul Head Political Science Mountain View, Ga.
Luther Porter House II Arts-Law Adolphus
Nanne She I Howard Art Monticello
Noreen Elizabeth Howard Radio Arts Lexington
William Franklin Jolly Journalism Owensboro
Calvin Paul Jones History Frankfort
John Clayton Justice Topical Field-Religious Aspects
of Culture . Pikeville
Thomas Moore Kennedy English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Covington
Mary Martha Keyser Radio Arts South Williamson
William Ray Knight .Journalism Madisonville
George Donald Koper Journalism Louisville
Barbara Joyce Lake English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Winchester
Robert Edward Lee Radio Arts .. Pewee Valley
Helen Audrey Looney Journalism Lexington
James Hackett Lucas Political Science Manchester
Carter Blaine McDavid Radio Arts Versailles
Joan Lucille McGee Music Louisville
Roberta Fay McReynolds English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Danville
Adaline Allen Marshall English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Carlisle
Vernon Northfleet Martin History Williamsburg
John Sims Moremen English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Frankfort
Dewey Morgan Political Science Pruden, Tenn.
Leslie White Morris II Political Science Lexington
Wynn Glass Moseley .Journalism Lexington
Joyce Mosley Radio Arts Louisville
Charles Thomas Nail History Louisville
Lavena Sue Nail English, Speech, and Dramatic
Arts Paducah
Patricia Carole Nail Music Louisville
Henry Carroll Neel Arts-Law Henderson




Thomas Ambrose Nunan, Jr Topical Field-Personnel
Administration Winchester
Ann Wilson Oakes Music Brilliant, Ohio
Joseph Francis O'Connell Psychology Middletown, N. Y.
John Wert Oldham Radio Arts So. Ft. Mitchell
Diane Marie Parr English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Long Beach, Calif.
Jean Fraser Patrick English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Charles Bourne Pennington II Ancient Languages Frankfort
Robert Eugene Powell Journalism Danville
Irvine Kenneth Raymer History Smithfield
Thelma Jean Robson fnglish, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Lake Forest, Ill.
Robert Michael Rodes Political Science Lexington
Martha Frances Ross Social Work Ashland
James Sheridan Sandidge Arts-Law Owensboro
Mary Carleen Schneider Social Work Winchester
Richard Monroe Sellers History Lexington
Victoria Shaver Political Science Louisville
Lee Chadwick Shine Topical Field-The Relation of Science
to the Humanities Lexington
Rose Elaine Shumaker Topical Field-Social and Cultural
Aspects of Personality Raleigh, N. C.
Beverly Jane Sims Modern Foreign Languages Ft. Thomas
Hubbard B. Spencer, Jr. .. History Winchester
Dwight Ward Stevenson English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Lexington
Constance Cady Stewart Radio Arts Lexington
Donna Ruth Sturdevan Social Work. . Tahawus, N. Y.
Don Christian Sullivan Political Science Shelbiana
Bryant Forrest Thompson Radio Arts Martinsville, Va.
Nancy Carolyn Thompson English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Dayton, Ohio
Peggy Franklin Thompson Social Work Lexington
Ronald Eugene Tiller History Chicago, 111.
Nancy Hamon Tinder English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts ..
Ruth Elizabeth Trimble Music .
John Thomas Walton Journalism ..
Patricia Sue Watlington English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts Russellville
Frank Frazee Wilson II History Lexington
Janet Carter Wood Social Work .. Lexington
Thornton Davies Wright English, Speech, and
Dramatic Arts ... Lima, Ohio






CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Robert Edward Amis Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Lewis Brinkley Barnett Chemistry . Lexington
Wendell Lee Belew Chemistry De Mossville
Joseph William Black Anatomy and Physiology Pikeville
Clyde Reynolds Burress Anatomy and Physiology Campbellsville
Francis Marion Bush Zoology Bardstown
Vincent Whitney Byers Psychology Park Forest, III.
Earl William Cox Chemistry West Frankfort, III.
Frederick Gerald Cox Mathematics Jonancy
Jay Richard Daniel Geology Lexington
James Joseph Dickman Zoology Covington
Robert Allen Dodson Geology Lexington
Eldon Steven Dummit, Jr Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Albert Andre Dusing Zoology Brooksville
Ruby Jane Elliott Zoology Covington
Barbara Ellen Giles Anatomy and Physiology Independence
Kurt Ernst Goltermann Chemistry . Hammond, Ind.
Thomas Allen Gover Chemistry Somerset
George Francis Grady Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Carter John Hamilton Geology Ft. Thomas
Hugh Buford Hammet Mathematics Anchorage
Virginia Sheldon Hanly Mathematics Frankfort
Thomas King Henrttze Geology Harlan
Russell Aubra Hibbs Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Mildred Joanne Hopkins Zoology Covington
Archibald Lane Howard Physics Lexington
Jerome King Layton Psychology Paint Lick
Jack Burton Llewellyn Geology Lexington
Michael Eugene Lowrey Anatomy and Physiology Harrodsburg
William James Mara, Jr Zoology Ft. Thomas
Lowell Dean Martin Anatomy and Physiology Hueysville
Martha Jean May Mathematics Louisville
Edward Walton Miles Mathematics Lexington
Maude Carley Moncure Psychology Charlottesville, Va.
Ernest Moore Geology Ashland
John Calvin Partin Bacteriology Bardwell
Patricia Ellen Patterson Chemistry Danville
Robert Bruce Poundstone Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Carl Baker Rankin Anatomy and Physiology Monticello
Ronnie Reginald Ray Zoology Anchorage
Bobby Gene Richie Anatomy and Physiology Paris
Martha Jane Roettgers Chemistry Covington
Robert Gayle Rose Zoology Olive Hill
Richard Donald Saunders Hygiene and Public Health ..Cincinnati, Ohio
Benjamin Lee Shely Chemistry Bloomfield
Eugene Slusher Anatomy and Physiology Beverly
Don Neal Smith Anatomy and Physiology Morganfield
Gary Eugene Smith Chemistry Louisville
Melvin Owen Smith Geology Owenton
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Curtis Lee Songster Topical Field-Physical and Biological
Bases of Behavior Elizabethtown
Joe Rufus Thompson, Jr Zoology Lexington
William Gray Valleau Zoology Morristown, N. J.
Harvey Charles Young Geology Prospect
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN JOURNALISM
NAME ADDRESS
Quentin Dale Allen Prestonsburg
William Calvin Burleson Louisville
John Donald Henry Morganfield
Julia Ann Lester Princeton
Kenneth Mitchell Litchfield Hopkinsville
Barbara Nell Morgan Owenton
David Abie Nakdimen London
Ann Marie O'Roark Augusta, Ga.
Louis Carrol Pritchett Morganfield
Emmett Vinson Rogers Cynthiana
Deborah Sue Schwarz White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Donna Mae Villesvik Louisville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
NAME ADDRESS
Harry Hardin Carter, Jr Lexington
Ruth Ernestine Cordell Whitley City
Robert Bryson Curry 1 ••••••••••••• •• Lexington
Lois Clarke Dale Mt. Sterling
William Joseph George Lexington
Joan Rosalee Goldsmith Louisville
Sarah D'Arcy Hoffmann Ft. Thomas
Morvyth Kinney Lexington
Margaret Catherine Meehan Shelbyville
Suzanne Melton Henderson
James Elbert Moore Haleyville, Ala.
Mary Elizabeth Orem Campbellsburg
Peggy Shannon Prather Hopkinsville
Suzanne Wallace Lexington
Barbara Lee Watson Taylorsville
Margaret Dowling Wehle Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
NAME ADDRESS
Jessie Sue Allen Lexington
Patricia Thornbury Allen Pikeville
Betty Booth Coleman Harrodsburg
Elouise Nantz Mariemont, Ohio
Mary Etta Watkins Cadiz
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
FRANK JAMES WELCH, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME ADDRESS
Mohamed Adnan AT~Timsah Beirut, Lebanon
Leon Dudley Ball . Harlan
Claude Thomas Barlow Nancy
James William Barton, Jr Lexington
Carl Donald Black Frankfort
William Douglas Blair Buechel
James Duward Brogli Bondville
Roy Williams Bunch Glasgow
James Alferd Burger Nutley, N. J.
James Albert Burrus Lebanon, Ohio
Jack Davis Butler Henderson
James Kenneth Caldwell, Jr Walton
Lois Jean Church Tenafly, N. J.
Allen Carol Cloud Valley Station
Baxter Jean Coke, Jr Utica
Clyde Bruce Collins Whitesburg
William Robert Cooke Trenton, Tenn.
George Maxvi lie Cornett Sassafras
Lloyd Neale Cosby Lexington
Robert Silas Crawford Science Hill
James Earl Dalton Jackson
James Thomas Day Madisonville
John Hawkins Dicken Bethel
Cecil Hall Dyer Waterview
Harold Clay Ecton Winchester
Earl Franklin Ellington .. Salt Lick
Lawrence Moore Ellis Middlesboro
Paul Dawson Everman Sharpsburg
Robert William Field, Jr Owensboro
Carl Theodore Fischer, Jr Louisville
Jose Ramon Franco Barranquilla, Colombia
Rufus Fugate Kodak
George Robert Herbst Cold Spring
Bill F. Hill Prestonsburg
Willard Spurgeon lcleheart Shelbyville
Deward Johnson Versailles
Robert Edwin Jones Lexington
Raymond Lucian Keller Lexington
Leo Augustine Kelly Springfield
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NAME ADDRESS
Hugh Gaston King III . Lexington
Galen Wayne Kiser Smith Creek
Thomas Rhinehart Konsler Henderson
Robert Foree Link Lexington
Logan Thompson Louderback Mt. Olivet
Wallace Wilbur Lowe . Greensburg
Cecil Carroll McGee . Taylorsville
William Nelson McMakin.. .. Vevay, Ind.
Clifford K. Martin .. Livia
James Richard Meiman Louisville
John Oscar Merchant . Bagdad
Bernie Cleveland Milam. .. Shepherdsville
John Miller Holden, W. Va.
Dale Bradford Moneyhon Augusta
Charles Emmett Morris Lawrenceburg
Arthur Jennings Nachand, Jr. .. Louisville
Donald Gordon Paris Sturgis
Hughie Richard Pedigo Knob Lick
William Everett Phelps Princeton
William Brown Poor Danville
John Leonard Ragland Beaver Dam
Herbert Joseph Rebhen Southgate
Charles Harold Reynolds Owensboro
Hugh David Roe Bowling Green
Willard Travis Russell Liberty
Roger Duncan Salot Lebanon
Zack Church Saufley Stanford
Lawrence James Scanlan Saint Matthews
Donald William Schamberger Lexington
Lois Selby. .. . Buena Vista, Ohio
James Alfred Shaffer . Henshaw
Robert Lee Shepherd Prestonsburg
Jonas Patterson Shugars Liberty
John Leonidas Sims Farmington
James William Singer, Jr. .. Stamping Ground
Tom Rodney Smith Louisville
Charles Edward Snyder Taylorsville
Noel Stephens, Jr Richmond
George Bascom Stone Sharpsburg
James Reed Stovall Lexington
Rondall Hughes Stull Glasgow
Charles Eugene Summers Murray
Clay Dudley Thompson Frankfort
Thomas Milton Williams, Jr Winchester
John Knox Wills Mt. Sterling
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
NAME ADDRESS
Laura Louise Antle , ..................................•..•.............•••. ,............••........ Lexington
Conchita Bertan Brashear Viper
Martha Jean Clark : Cadiz
Ella Virginia Cravens Coke Utica
Julia Lee Collier Prospect
Sara Elizabeth Conn Paint Lick
Charlotte Ann Craig , Somerset
Peggy Joann Day Cawood
Nancy Sue Dingus Martin
Evelyn Greenwade Ensor Mt. Sterling
Stella Ray Flowers Frogue
Ada Bruce Gash Salvisa
Dolores Jean Hamilton Lexington
Sue Ann Hobgood Nebo
Martha Jane Holt Bloomfield
Margaret Ann Holyfield Princeton, W. Va.
Winifred Berckman Humphrey Frankfort
Margaret Ingle Shelbyville, Tenn.
Lydia Margaret Johnson Frankfort
Betty Ann Landrum Franklin
Elizabeth Ann Latimer Louisville
Lee Ann Leet " Utica
Delia Jean Link Lexington
Amarilla McNeill Water Valley
Nada Crum Miller Pikeville
Barbara Ann Myers Salt Lick
Anna Dell OdIe Veedersburg, Ind.
Elizabeth Ann Orme Irvine
Anna Lee Osborne Richmond
Anna Guynd Stiff Holt
Rosemary Tate Central City
Lois May Taylor Ashland
Dorothy Lorelle Terrett Washington, D. C.
Emma Katherine Conder Tucker Harrodsburg
Martha Carolyn Turner Mays Lick
Lucy Allen Ware Lawrenceburg
Ann Duncan Wiley Midway




DANIEL VOIERS TERRELL, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREEOF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Richard Dale Baldwin " Lexington
William Benassi .' Frankfort
Lawrence Scott Blevins West Liberty
James Russell Boyle, Jr Frankfort
Richard William Braun Louisville
Robert Edward Burdette Lebanon
Charles Huston Campbell So. Ft. Mitchell
William Edmon Creel : Central City
Ignacio Torres Cruz Aqana, Guam, M. I.
William David Daugherty Glendale
Robert Douglas Edwards Winchester
George Melvin Ely, Jr Cumberland
Louis Charles Evans Covington
Ronald Roy Farnsley Jeffersontown
Ronald Davis Hughes Versailles
Thomas Andrew Humphrey So. Ft. Mitchell
Victor Frank Jelen Cincinnati, Ohio
Louis Hills Kahne Ashland
Warren Lee Kammer ; Louisville
Marion Farris Lall Lexington
Carson Teal Lippold Jeffersontown
William Buradell Locker Paducah
William Joseph Lynch Frankfort
Freddie Carol Lynn Maggard Grahn
George Kenneth Martin Louisville
Kenneth Van Leer Miller Langley
John Edward Monarch Kirk
James William Moore, Sr Ambridge, Pa.
Donald Wallace Neal Catlettsburg
Victor Thomas Nicolas, Jr Louisville
Frank Enos Owens Louisville
Luis Eduardo Pacheco Mendoza Barranquilla, Colombia
Paul A. Patrick Irvine
Charles Peter Rapier III Frankfort
David William Schanding, Jr Lexington
Jack Ray Sellars Cumberland
Benjamin Marshall Simcox Frankfort
Henry Alan Steilberg Louisville
David Edward Stewart La Moure, N. D.
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NAME ADDRESS
Forest Elwood Stone, Jr Lexington
Howard J. Stone, Jr Princeton
Barney Umbargar Sword, Jr Lynch
Kenneth Alvin Taylor Lexington
Newton Lane Taylor Cynthiana
John Wallace Walker Covington
Logan Wilson Wallingford Sardis
Donald Lee White Hickman
James Tom Yonkos , Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Donald Eugene Brown . Greenup
Ronald Monroe Coleman Flint, Mich.
James Leo Griffin Flemingsburg
Raymond Paul Harris Mayking
Carl Eugene Howard : Owensboro
Linn William Jones Somerville, Ohio
Ronald David Kincer Whitesburg
Gayle Brock Lawrence , Cynthiana
Rayburn Howard Lee Leetown
Thomas Eugene Lovan, Jr Mortons Gap
Gerald Earl Nemetz Ventura, Iowa
Morris Nolen Pitts . Majestic
Billy Stewart Simpson Franklin
Donald Earl Sims Hopkinsville
Lewis Paul Smith Corbin
Bobby Carol Stephens Boyd
Frank Finley Taylor III Paducah
J. T. Turner, Jr Richmond
Richard Ira Underwood . Hopkinsville
Robert James Varson McRoberts
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Billy Frank Allen Catlettsburg
Henry Webster Ball Frankfort
Earl Clinton Bevins Pikeville
John Lovett Bishop Seaman, Ohio
Charles Elva Burris Alexandria
James Kenneth Cole Lexington
Walter Greene Crouch Lexington
Robert Fullerton Dickson, Jr Madisonville
Clayton Burris Flynn, Jr Paris
Glenn Carroll Fuller Irvine





William George Goff, Jr. .. Martin
Edwin Millikan Good Lexington
Herman Alvin Harrison London
Henry Everett Head Louisville
James Francis Lafferty Bowling Green
Hugo Arnulfo Linares Camaguey, Cuba
Charles Homer Lowry Paducah
Paul Glyn Lucas Marion
Paul Stuart Meyer Louisville
Joseph Farley Moore Harrodsburg
Robert Neal Nelson Beaver Dam
Horace Sayre Nicholson, Jr Henderson
Joseph Clarence Powell, Jr. .. Hazard
Jerry Glenn Price . Ashland
Joe Roger Rice . Vanceburg
Robert Ligon Rodgers Middlesboro
Edmund Berry Rodman III Frankfort
Vincent John Ruck, Jr. . Lexington
Year! Ray Stewart . Mt. Sterling
William Franklin Voit, Jr. .. Louisville
Chester Howard Walters . Ashland
George Hawley White, Jr Newport
Orner Edward Williams Hopkinsville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Charles Edward Brohawn, Jr. Baltimore, Md.
James Alfred Burke Danville
Clyde Lyndon Langley.. . Ashland
Howard Thomas McHenry............. Covington
Richard Lane Matchett . Covington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN MINING E~jGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
John William Crawford David
Bobby Gene Estep Garrett
Donald Gene Freeman Gulston
William Raymond Stout High Splint
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COLLEGE OF LAW 
ELVIS JACOB STAHR, JR., Dean 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF LAWS 
NAME ADDRESS 
George Bennett Baker, Jr .......... ................................................................. Belfry 
William Watts Blanton, Jr ............................................................................. Paris 
Charles Richard Doyle ................................. ... .. " ................................ Naples, Fla. 
Donald Duff ................ .. ............................................................................ Hyden 
Oscar Hillard Geralds, Jr ....................................................................... Lexington 
John Arna Gregory, Jr ............................................................................... Harlan 
Olien Bernard Hinnant, Jr ..................................................................... Lexington 
Robert Rivers Humphreys .... ....... ....... ......... .. .. ....... ...... .. .. . .. ...... .... .... .. .... . Clinton 
Paul Elwood Hunley ............................................................................ Whjtesburg 
Joe Lee ............................................................................................ Middlesboro 
James Levin ............................................................ ..... ................... Williamsburg 
Jack Leighton Lewis ................................................................... ... .. Williamsport 
James William Lyon .................................................. .. .......................... Raceland 
Thomas Allen Mitchell .................................................................... Barbourville 
Edwin Alexander Monroe, Jr ................................................................. Falmouth 
Homer Arthur Porter, Jr ..................................................................... Salyersville 
John Marshall Prewitt ........................................................................ Mt. Sterling 
Lemuel Morris Tipton Reed ................................................ : ................... Mayfield 
George Dayton Schrader ........................................................................ Lexington 
Phyllis Joan Skaggs .................................................................................... Russell 
Neville Smith ................... .. ........................................................... Sextons Creek 
William Allen Watson ........................................................................ Middlesboro 
Donald Earle Weight .......................................... ... ................................... Ashland 
Harold Garland Wells ................................................................................ Hazard 
Conley Glenn Wilkerson .............. .......................................................... Earlington 
Wendell Safriet Williams .................................................................... Barbourville 
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
FRANK GRAVES DICKEY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION
NAME MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS ADDRESS
Donna Jo Adams Commerce, Mathematics Whitesburg
James Jackson Allen Commerce Inez
Pauline Barbara Allen Elementary Education Lexington
Jeanette Asseff Elementary Education Louisville
Benjamin Huff Averitt History and Political Science,
Geography Lexington
Cliffo.r:d...Eugene Backes- · -.P-hysical Education and
~ah~'l I _••{\ ••••• Y'Ol'ktowA]'..Jnd.
Lucy Lea Barriger Elementary Education Louisville
Elizabeth Sue Bartlett Mathematics, Chemistry.... . Hazard
Elizabeth June Bassett Elementary Education Hopkinsville
Mary Morrison Bigstaff Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Mt. Sterling
Mary Patricia Blevens SocioJogy and Economics, English .. Louisville
Peggy Tipton Bright Elementary Education Lexington
Beverly Anne Broadbent Special Education Indianapolis, Ind.
Alice Marie Callahan Elementary Education Lexington
Jane Ann Clark Elementary Education Georgetown
Margaret Ann Clift Elementary Education Lexington
FJem David Sampson Colson History and Political Science,
Biological Sciences London
Marvin Lee Combs Commerce, Political Science Happy
Vyvyan Combs Elementary Education Prestonsburg
Sarah Joan Compton Physical Education Lexington
Raymond Cook Biological Sciences, English Bypro
Vivian Elizabeth Cox . Elementary Education Jonancy
Roy William Culley Mathematics, Physics Bloomfield
Virginia Calvert Demerson Mathematics, History and Political
Science Lexington
Mary Alice Dunn Elementary Education Louisville
Barbara Ann Dyer Elementary Education Louisville
Norma Peters Enete Elementary Education Lexington
Everett Wayne Everage .. . English, Library Science Busy
Elizabeth Linnea Farris .English, History... . Lexington
Kathryn Fannin Faw Elementary Education Lexington
Betty Myers Fischer .Elementary Education .. Louisville
Sydney Carolyn Fitch Biological Sciences, English Lexington
Sally Lou Flournoy.................. ..Elementary Education . Charleston, W. Va.
Wilton Hope Fuller Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Hampton, Va.
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NAME MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS ADDRESS
Donna Sue Galbraith .Elementary Education Germantown
Peggy Jo Goodman Elementary Education Lexington
Merle Castlyn Heffler Elementary Education Lexington
Joe Beasman Hall Physical Education, Economics and .
Sociology Cynthiana
John Cliveous Hancock Social Sciences Lexington
Cordelia Shinnick Harmon Commerce, Mathematics Lexington
Thomas Franklin Harper Physical Education Madisonville
Arthur Douglas Haywood Social Sciences Wayland
John Stephen Hogg History and Political Science,
Mathematics Versailles
Nancy Lee Houston Elementary Education Erlanger
William K. Howard Political Science, History Wallins
Margaret Diane Hunt Elementary Education ... Lexington
Virginia Ann Jennings Elementary Education Louisville
Elsie Jean Johnson Physical Education. . Lexington
Barbara Eleanor Jones Commerce, English Lewisburg, W. Va.
Martha Alice Jones Elementary Education Quicksand
Mary Siler Joseph Elementary Education Prestonsburg
Leland Thornton Kennedy History, Psychology. . Louisville
Mildred Snyder Kubis Elementary Education Burlington, Iowa
Margueritte Magill Lacy Elementary Education. ... Lexington
Barbara Jeanne Lyons English, History...... ... Ludlow
Jack Watson McDonald Physical Education, Chemistry Frankfort
Elizabeth Ann Mcintosh Elementary Education Louisville
Jean Ellen McMichael Elementary Education Macon, Ga.
Dorothy Virginia McPhail Physical Education, English Irvine
Sally Frances Maggard Elementary Education. . Lexington
Beverly Dean Mangum Elementary Education Louisville
Marilyn McKinley Marquette Elementary Education Louisville
Jessie Mae Martin Elementary Education Williamsburg
Jessie Robb Michael Elementary Education Smithfield
Lawna Lonnie Miller Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Hardshell
Peggy Jean Neal History and Political Science,
English ... Lewisburg, W. Va.
Marilyn Jean Overfield Physical Education .. Henderson
Geraline Page Special Education . Lexington
Mildred H. King Patrick Commerce ... Hartford
Clara Barbara Pfeiffer Elementary Education. Louisville
Ishmael Hendricks Phillips Elementary Education Feds Creek
Robert Nelson Pigg Mathematics, Spanish Shelbyville
Ann Frances Pruitt Physical Education Georgetown
Sara Crooks Quarles Elementary Education Huntington, W. Va.
Margaret Lou Redd Social Sciences Lexington
Bonnie Lou Redding Elementary Education Louisville
Joan Kirkland Reynolds Elementary Education Owensboro
Marilyn Mitchell Riggs ., Elementary Education Erlanger
Janice Roberts English, Commerce Mt. Sterling
Irene Blackerby Ross Social Sciences Brooksville
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NAME MAJORS AND MINORS OR AREAS ADDRESS
Cherrie Moore Rupert Physical Education, English Lexington
Joline Marie Scofield Social Sciences Lexington
Agnes Ann Searcy Elementary Education Eagle Station
John Hugh Shanahan, Jr Physical Education, Biological
Sciences Rising Sun, Ind.
Emily Pearl Shelburne E!ementary Education Lexington
Eleanor Louise Shelton Elementary Education Charleston, W. Va.
Daniel Nash Shindelbower Art Lexington
Patricia Joan Shrader Mathematics, English Lexington
Sarah Elizabeth Shumate Elementary Education Irvine
Carolyn Olive Siler . Music Williamsburg
Lela Juanita Singleton English, Sociology...... .. Lewisport
Thomas Vernon Smith Economics and Sociology, History and
Political Science Smithsboro
........... Physical Education Macon, Ga.
..... Elementary Education Frankfort
.......... Physical Education, History and
Political Science ....... ..... Catlettsburg
Sam Benedict Thomas Physical Education, History Lebanon
Ann Gibson Vaughan Elementary Education Shelbyville
Walter Fredrick Von Gruenigen Art .. Corbin
Palina Mae Warner .. Elementary Education Nicholasville
Mary Wilhoite Watson Commerce, Mathematics, English Erlanger
Carol Lee Weber Elementary Education Louisville
Barbara Braxton White Elementary Education Louisville
Nancy Eunice Wildman Elementary Education Charleston, W. Va.
Byron Carlyle Wilhoit Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Wilkins Elementary Education Louisville
Miles Risher Willard, Jr. Physical Education Vandergrift, Pa.
George Kenneth Williams Mathematics, History and
Political Science ..
Jessie Elinor Wyatt Elementary Education ..
William Edwin Spivey
Patricia Sullivan





CECI L CLAYTON CARPENTER, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMERCE
NAME ADDRESS
James Lane Adams Greenville
John Delno Adams Erlanger
William Roy Allen Paducah
Joyce Alley Mt. Sterling
Robert Haywood Alves Versailles
Crawford Covington Anderson, Jr Kenmore, N. Y.
James Greaver Baker Louisville
James Lee Barnes Mountain Lakes, N. J.
Mary Lou Beeler Lebanon Junction
Emily McBeath Bell Lancaster
William Orville Benner Lexington
Harry Wayne Bitner Louisville
Thomas Kittrell Black, Jr Texarkana, Ark.
James Rice Blackwell Madisonville
William Stanley Blake Carlisle
Howard George Brewer, Jr Rockville Centre, N. Y.
J--Gailen Wayne Bridges Fiskburg
Robert Lanvllte Brown Sharpsburg
Clarence Kenneth Bruce Worthville
William Gano Buckner Winchester
Mary Bernice Bumgardner Munfordville
Malcolm Givens Burnside Lexington
/Walter Carroll Carneal............................. Nebo
Y Wayne Jackson Carroll Earlington
Carlos Zwinglio Castillo Highland, Wis.
Eugene Caudill. . Huntington, W. Va.
Walter Joseph Clarke, Jr. Mt. Sterling
William Eugene Clayton . Lexington
James Wesley Collins . . Glomawr
Robert Ray Combs .. Burlington
Billy Whitson Cook . Erlanger
Paul Cornett . . Lexington
Jacquelyn Cottom. . Louisville
Mary Lou Gover Cranfill..... . . Lexington
Mildred Martin Cronin. Oakdale, Tenn.
Timothy James Cronin . Auburn, N. Y.
Patricia Ann Cross . Somerset
Susan Elisabeth Druley . So. Ft. Mitchell
Lewis Frederick duBusc, Jr. Elizabeth, N. J.
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NAME ADDRESS
Jo Ann Ensslin London
Fielden Edward Faulkner II Lexington
Donald Roland Felker Louisville
Robert Jay Finn Lexington
William Wayne Finnegan Beloit, Wis.
Kay Rogers Fisher Carlisle
Wayne Thomas Flanary Covington
James Berry Ford Somerset
Claude Andrew Fouse Parkersburg, W. Va.
Matthew Houston Quin Franck, Jr Lyndon
Betty Jo Frentz Jeffersontown
Helen Hester Gum " White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
Leo Thomas Haag Fern Creek
William Bentley Halcomb Ulvah
Barbara Jane Hale Prestonsburg
John Alexander Hanley Hartford, Conn.
William Heberling Harding Lexington
William Morgan Hartley Lexington
Charles Carroll Hildreth Bowling Green
Bettie Boswell Hodgkin Frankfort
Emmett Overton Holbrook Crittenden
William Osborne Holton II Lexington
Leone Anne Houlehan Ashland
Richard Wayne Hubbard Louisville
Nellie Mae Jacobs Lexington
George Wood Jenkins Lyndon
Julian Douglass Jones . Louisville
Raymond Graham Jones Louisville
Barbara Joan Kelly.................... . Ashland
Donald Curtis Kelly......... .. Vicco
Joseph Michael Koch .. . Louisville
Janet Lou Kohl Lexington
Erie Lawrence Levy Lexington
Phillip Ray Levy Louisville
Robert Dean Logan Shelbyville
Kenneth Ray Lucas . Florence
John Lee McElroy Eminence
John Jackson McGee V . Harrodsburg
Marilyn Sue McKnight. .. Georgetown
Arch Glass Mainous, Jr. . Lexington
John Tormey Mandt Manton
Nabih Boulos Mashni . Covington
Joseph McDowell Mathews . .. Lexington
John Daniel Miller Stanley
Patricia Mobley...... . Louisville
Charles Robert Moffitt .. Paducah
Jacqueline Monk .. Mt. Sterling
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NAME ADDRESS
Julia Lois Montgomery Monroe Science Hill
Charles Robert Moore Lexington
Hugh Delano Moore Shelby Gap
Melvin Jackson Moore Frankfort
William Cosmas Mudd, Jr Springfield
Theodore William Nagel, Jr Louisville
Thomas Edward Nelson. . Hopkinsville
John Wesley Newton .. Shelbyville
Joe Colvin Ockerman Lexington
Wanda Ann Pace West Point
Samuel Edward Peege Anchorage
Zacheary Thomas Perkins Owensboro
Curtis Theodore Phillips Anchorage
James Collier Pollard Lancaster
William Risk Reed . Falmouth
John Edward Rhodes Mayfield
Joyce Ann Richey......... .. Augusta
Craig Henry Ritchie Lexington
John McDowell Ross Frankfort
Burnett Ray Sanders II . Stanford
Jeanne Welby Saunders Dunbar, W. Va.
Frank Harry Scott Fayetteville, Ark.
Sandra Marilyn Shaikun Greensburg
Brown Johnson Sharp . Lexington
Charles Edward Shinnick Evanston, III.
Martin Berthold Solomon, Jr. Louisville
Elam Gary Stokes Monticello
Marvin Wilson Suit .. Flemingsburg
Paul Hughes Swanson Covington
Thomas Shanks Tate . Louisville
Hildegarde Taylor. .. Hardinsburg
James Trabue Taylor.. Elizabethtown
Mildred Pickett Terrell. Paducah
Donald William Thomas . Walton
Glen Davis Thompson . . Lexington
Thomas Arthur Twehues Ft. Thomas
Thomas Franklin Underwood Lexington
Barbara Sue Varney Goody
John Columbus Ward, Jr Georgetown
Lawrence Edwin Watson . Ashland
Wayne Douglas Watson Milton
Lucy Logan West Frankfort
James Hampton Whitis Dabney
John Case Whittenberg . Anchorage
Sue Frances Wilmer. Ft. Thomas
Lester Wise _............. .. Stamping Ground
George Burkley WombweJl . .. Lexington




EARL PLATT SLONE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY
NAME ADDRESS
Elizabeth Sue Arnette Towanda, 11l.
Charles Duncan Asher .. Pineville
Chester James Baltenberger, Jr. . ..."....................... Jeffersonville, Ind.
Donald Glenn Barker . New Albany, Ind.
John Henry Beierle Louisville
James Clark Britton Hazard
Tom Turner Crecelius Louisville
John Henry Fitch, Jr Belfry
Charles Frederick Freudenberger ,.... Louisville
James Arthur Fugate , Cumberland
William Ray Gaines . Georgetown
James Calvert Grugin . Frankfort
Charles William Henderson . Louisville
Gilbert Wa.Yne Hopkins La Center
Sheldon Nathaniel Isaacs Louisville
Martha Lucy Jaunzems Waverly Hills
Harold Lloyd Jones Louisville
Arthur Conrad King . Vicco
Thomas Baird Leanhart II . Louisville
Donald Garrett Marsh . Ashland
Gayle Franklin Marshall .. Louisville
Allen Moskowitz Louisville
Kenneth Joseph Niemann Louisville
David Allen Pfeiffer Louisville
James Leonard Rick Clearwater, Fla.
Laura Ann Roddie Paducah
Richard Flynn Schnatter Jeffersonville, Ind.
Robert Grayson Self Elkhorn City
Benjamin Ray Shadwick Louisville
Margaret Ann Shaw Clarksville, Ind.
Hugh Byron Sims, Jr. . Wilmore
William Calhoun Sutherland Paducah
Paul Adolphus Watson Louisville
Lewis Wayne Wheeler Mayfield
Charles Elmer Zuberer Clarksville, Ind.
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
LYLE RAMSAY DAWSON, Acting Dean
CANDI DATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Carl Edward Begley Psychology Springfield
Hilda Jane Bolling Political Science Nashville, Tenn.
Nancy Minerva Cawood English Winchester
William Thomas Clark, Jr Geography Vanceburg
Edward McKenzie Coffman History ; Hopkinsville
Francis Gerald Ham History Lexington
Abraham Lincoln Hammons, Jr Physical Education Richmond
Rose Onnalee McGillvary Kaufman Spanish Columbus, Ohio
William Francis Kelly Psychology Louisville
Dwight Lawrence Mikkelson History Wilmore
William Sherman Oxendine ...........•.... History Heidrick
John Paul Runyan Political Science Little Rock, Ark.
Paul Floyd Taylor History Pineville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Virginia Frances Anderson Anatomy and Physiology Lexington
Robert Daryl Burrows Chemistry Holland, Mich.
David Shelton Byrd, Jr Chemistry Stephens, Ark.
John Thomas Danforth Anatomy and Physiology Beacon, N. Y.
Edwin Bell Hanna Rural Sociology Jeffersontown
Richard Royce Holmes Chemistry Somerset
Joseph Edward Koles Chemistry Newark, N. J.
Frederick James MclJreath, Jr Anatomy and Physiology .. Dannemora, N. Y.
Fant Warford Martin Zoology Logan, Utah
William Keith Meyer .......................• Chemistry Alta, Iowa
George William O'Brien Chemistry Chicago, III.
Lyman Joseph Parrigin Chemistry Mountainside, N. J.
Jerome Hunt Perkins Geology Corpus Christi, Texas
David Wright Scott Anatomy and Physiology Frankfort
Robert Irvin Williams : Psychology So. Ft. Mitchell
Richard Kenneth Wolford Chemistry Pittsburgh, Pa.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PUBLIC HEALTH
NAME ADDRESS
David Franklin Brown Lexington
William Hughes Frymire Frankfort
Brian Lewis Goodman Iaeger, W. Va.
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
William Samuel Bennett, Sr Agricultural Economics Lexington
Carl Lee Davis Dairying Liberty
Alvin Charles Egbert Agricultural Economics Lexington
Emery Keck, Jr Animal Husbandry Corbin
William Tanner Manley Agricultural Economics Sharpsburg
Kenneth Fraser Moore Animal Nutrition Lexington
Dot Waldon Agronomy Kevil
Walter Ralph Woods Animal Nutrition Barrett, W. Va.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
ADDRESSNAME
Mary Strom McKee Lexington
Jacqueline Stamper Webb Olive Hill
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Claude Mitchell Brown, Jr Frankfort
Paul Hilton Brown Boyd
Robert Wood Calvert Lexington
James Lee Carter, Jr Fulton
Keith Lee Guthrie Indianapolis, Ind.
Thomas Lee McReynolds Lewisburg
Loran Herman Strunk Strunk
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Arnold Doyle Baker Lexington
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ADDRESSNAME
Arthur Reginald Maddox Lexington
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Howard Jacob Siegel Owensboro
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Albert John Asch Lexington
Francis Lee Baker Lexington
William Gratz Conkwright Winchester
Delbert Rogers Cunningham Lexington
Homer Clayton Davis Jenkins
Robert McCue Davis Georgetown
Evelyn Myers Edwards Nicholasville
William Best Evans . , Berea
Margaret Griffith Farmer Paris
Jess Lewis Gardner , ", , Lexington
Hazel Mayes Gotherman , Lexington
Lawrence Edward Griesinger, Jr. .. Bellevue
Mildred Akin Grimes Elizabethtown
Anne Lam Hale , " , Louisville
Mary Wallace Hampton , Lexington
Cemira Mabel Howard Lexington
Aida Acker Jackson ,., , Owensboro
Clara Elizabeth Jacobs . Enterprise
George Franklin Johnson, Jr. Virgie
Mary Elizabeth Kellis . , Paris
Roy Lee Lawrence .. . , Bardstown
William Kenneth McCarty...................... .. Sulphur
Curtis McDaniel London
Newell Hobgood Martin.. Lexington
Randel Odell Martin Corbin
Fannie Sue Monson Lexington
Sally Loretta Moore. . Lexington
Basil Thomas Mullins .. Flat Gap
Flora Willis Nichols , Hazard
Walter Dawson Orman Mt. Sterling
Edith Mae Pulliam Waddy
John Carroll Shwab . , , ,. Woburn, Mass.
Robert Dee Sither ,.......... . , Lexington
Thomas Alwin Siwicki . Millersburg
William Campbell Stevens " , Sadieville
Joseph Calvin Thomas La Fontaine, Ind.
Bettie Jane Tuttle , , , Lexington
Roy Harbert Walker Columbia
Vevia Smith Walker , ' ~ , , Columbia
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Edward Ellis Ball , , , " , , California
Charles O. Bertram ' , , , Monticello
Mark Maynard Botto , , "" ,. Munfordville
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NAME ADDRESS
Elizabeth Shelton Caylor Lexington
John Robert Miller Tompkinsville
Buell G Moore Princeton
John Peterman Pirtle .< ......................•......................•..•................•...•.....•.. Cecilia
Milton O'Rear Traylor Warsaw
Dencil McKinney Vincent , Browder
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
Alfred Welburn Dawson , Waddy
John Morris Greene Mt. Sterling
Thomas Aldridge Pardue, Jr Frankfort
John Maxey Walton .. " Munfordville
Kenneth Joseph Wessel · ·..···· ·.. ·.. Valley Station
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN LIBRARY SCIENCE
NAME ADDRESS
Mildred McCarty Kearns .. Lexington
Gladys Elizabeth Scheer Lexington
Stanley Joseph Schmidt Narrowsburg, N. Y.
George Thomas Yeamans Richmond, Va.
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
NAME
Bonnie Laura Gibson ....
Ann Katheryn Huddleston ......






CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
NAME ADDRESS
Harold Roper Binkley........ .. Lexington
Dissertation: "Evaluation of the Supervised Farming and Practices Used
by Teachers in Developing Supervised Farming Programs
with High-School Students In Vocational Agriculture in
Kentucky"
Sam Edward Clagg .. Huntington, W. Va.
Dissertation: "The Status of Conservation Education in Selected
Institutions of Higher Learning in the Southeastern
United States-1954"
Martha Frances Hill ............................ Bedford
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Bookkeeping Principles and
Activities Used on the Job as Presented in Textbooks
and by Teachers"
Curtis Phipps . Lexington
Dissertation: "The Characteristics of Students in Teacher Education
and the Factors Influencing their Occupational Choices"
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Jack Basham Psychofogy Lexington
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Role of the Group Therapist as
a Determiner of the Verbal Behavior of Schizophrenic
Patients"
Monroe Lee Billington History . Duncan, Okla.
Dissertation: "Thomas P. Gore: Oklahoma's Blind Senator"
Lee Syers Caldwell Psychology .
Dissertation: "The Mononuclear Count as an Index of Emotionality of
the Rat"
Sturgis
Robert Gunn Crawford History Johnson City, Tenn.
Dissertation: "A History of the Kentucky Penitentiary System 1865-
1937"
John Eisele Davis, Jr Psychology Lexington
Dissertation: "An Investigation of the Relationship Between a Primary
Irrelevant Drive and Performance on Simple and Complex
Tasks"
John Lynn Fletcher ..
Dissertation:
....................... Psychology Ft. Knox
"An Investigation of Post-Stimulatory Pure Tone Thresholds
as a Function of Narrow Band Filtered Noise"
Nolan Fowler .. History .. Morehead
Dissertation: "The Anti-Expansionistic Argument in the United States
Prior to the Civil War"
Lucy Dickinson Fryxell English
Dissertation: "Edwin Arlington Robinson as
Poet"
................ Sioux Falls, S. Oak.
Dramatist and Dramatic
Henry Oppenheim Psychology




Philip Alden Smith Psychology .




William Clement Swift Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "A Generalized Matrix Method of Summability"
Walter Washington Wharton Chemistry Glencoe
Dissertation: "A Conductimetric and Viscometric Study of Some
Uni-Univalent Electrolytes in the Pure Liquids and in
Mixtures of Dimethylformamide and N-Methylacetamide"
Wilson Miles Zaring Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "Multiply Monotone Complex Sequences"
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HONORARY DEGREES
QTl1argr to tl1r ~rabuatitlg Qllann"
On this Commencement day you stand in a new re-lation to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its Sons and daughters. The State now
conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your
part in the government, development and guidance of
the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
problems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive
for what is right.
May you have in your declining veers, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest
in human life.
* This charge and the pledge which follows were written by Dr.
Frank L. McVey, President of the Univer-sity of Kentucky from 1917
to J 940. Each graduating class since 1917 has heard the charge and
taken the accompanying pledge.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you
to be true to the larger things of life, to be men and
women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you hove been od-
mitted to the froternity of letters, and to the larger
fellowship of the University. It is right ond fitting that
you should stond ond solemnly roising your right hond
repeat this pledge with me:
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strang sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge mysell to the service
of God and my fellow man.
In testimony of your conduct and purpose, the Uni-
versity Faculty recommending, the Board of Trustees
of the University has conferred upon you the Diploma
of the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
COMMENCEMENT HONORS
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of
the University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student
of the University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who
shall have some interest in, association with or relation to the University of Ken-
tucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of recognition obviously
appropriate.











































Gallen Wayne Bridges V-
James Alfred Burka
Charles Huston Campbell
Wayne Jackson Carroll ~
Harry Hardin Carter, Jr.
























Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 2.6
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either




Honors in Chemistry-Thomas A. Gover
Honors in English-Barbara Lake
Patricia Watlington
Honors in Geography-Dwight Carter
Honors in Journalism-Kenneth M. Litchfield
Honors in Library Science-Joan Violet Albaugh
Honors in Music-Harry Hardin Carter
Lois Clark Dale
Honors in Political Science-Leslie White Morris
Robert M. Rodes
Victoria Shaver
Honors in Radio Arts-Bryant Forrest Thompson
Honors in SOcialWork-Janet Carter Wood




Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free:
May we e'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
Oh say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
* Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
